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***** Introduction *****

    This report is designed to serve as a guide in finding your true vocation. At the same time an analysis of
your personal characteristics, strengths or inhibitions, unused potential, karma, creativity, ability to earn
money, work in relation to your employment etc., is given. At the end you will find a synthesis of the
foregoing that will help you to summarize and clarify your mission in this life. Throughout this report
numerous indications of possible vocations or professions related to your astrological influences are outlined.
It is suggested that you reflect on this information so that in the end your own intuition can lead you to the
best selection.
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***** Astrological Data of Birth *****

The birth chart is a map of the positions of the planets at the
time and place of birth. For the benefit of students of astrology,
these positions and other technical information is listed below:

Sun     21 Lib 03               Neptune   7 Sag 41
Moon    11 Lib 22               Pluto     7 Lib 15
Mercury 10 Sco 34               Asc.     13 Lib 59
Venus   15 Lib 13               MC        8 Can 24
Mars    20 Lib 58               2nd cusp 19 Sco 51
Jupiter  8 Pis 38               3rd cusp 15 Sag 48
Saturn  18 Can 39               5th cusp  2 Aqu 16
Uranus  27 Lib 41               6th cusp  2 Pis 21

Tropical  Placidus   Standard Time observed
GMT: 19:00:00   Time Zone: 10 hours East
Lat. and Long. of birth place: 33 S 52    151 E 13   

Aspects and orbs:
Conjunction:  7 Deg 00 Min
Opposition :  6 Deg 00 Min
Square     :  6 Deg 00 Min
Trine      :  6 Deg 00 Min
Sextile    :  4 Deg 00 Min

***** Chapter 1 *****
Your individuality. Your personality.

Your emotional needs. Your mentality.

    To find the ideal profession, you have to know yourself first. There are activities you are suited for
according to your nature, and others you are not. Your ideal occupation should favor the expression of your
individuality (Sun) and your personality (Rising Sign), satisfy your emotional needs (Moon) and permit the
development of your intellect (Mercury).

YOUR INDIVIDUALITY: Sun in Libra

    You were born under the sign of LIBRA and your ruling planet is Venus, which endows you with great
idealism, a sense of justice and refined taste.

    Your Sun sign is CARDINAL and this indicates that you were born to be a leader, either in thought or
action. You are never completely satisfied in a subordinate position carrying out the ideas of others, unless
they are part of your aspirations. You are comfortable working independently or occupying a leadership
position.

    Libra is an AIR sign and this makes you curious, sociable and mentally very active. All occupations that
stimulate your intellect and the possibility of communicating will be very favorable. You need variety,
harmony and the exchange of ideas.

    You are quiet, sophisticated, warm and patient, and seek balance and harmony in your surroundings.
Because of your personal charm you easily connect with people and are likely to have a great social life. You
are happier sharing your life with your loved ones than living alone. You are always willing to cooperate and
help others, sometimes putting aside your own objectives.
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    Your sense of justice is also very strong and you do not support or participate in injustices. Although you
detest aggressiveness and shady dealings, if necessary you will show your aggressive side and your
inflexibility. You have good taste and an innate sense of harmony and beauty. You are concerned about
personal aesthetics and harmony in your surroundings, which will cause you to create an agreeable and
refined environment. You are likely to enjoy life and pleasures. Your attitude will always be congenial, open
and happy.

    You were born to co-operate, to persuade, to mediate, to conciliate and to balance things around you. One
of your missions is to work for peace and harmony in the world, imposing justice and order with your natural
diplomacy. You were born to develop your artistic and aesthetics abilities, to socialize, to teach, advise,
guide, and to harmonize associations.

    To evolve, your spirit needs to overcome the strong doubts that plague you when you have to make a
decision. You have to learn to be direct and firm with your opinions, setting aside any complacency that
could sometimes leave you a bit too quiet. You need to guard against a tendency to comfort, inertia, a great
dependence on affection from certain people and the search for peace at any price. You will also have to
surmount the hatred you easily accumulate within yourself, learning to forgive and forget.

YOUR PERSONALITY: Ascendant Libra

    Others see you as a sophisticated, delicate and harmonious person. You are very charismatic and at the
same time have a natural smoothness that allows you to easily relate to others. You are sociable, congenial
and charming. Your style is likely to be fine and delicate and you dress with refined and good taste.

    You seek balance and harmony in your surroundings and can't tolerate aggressiveness or dishonest
dealings, which will lead you to flee from noisy people and tense situations. You are very romantic and that
may cause you to quickly become disillusioned with people. You have a gift for seduction and conquest and
generally get others to do what you want. On the other hand, you have a distinct sense of justice and always
analyze both sides of a situation, which could cause you to be indecisive and doubtful at important times.
You tend to repress your aggressiveness in order to maintain harmony and will harbor anger toward people
who hurt you. You have to learn to forgive and forget disagreements.

    The profession you choose will have to stimulate your artistic creativity, your sense of justice and order,
and your sociability; avoid working in distasteful, noisy and solitary environments or where you would have
to act swiftly or aggressively.

YOUR EMOTIONAL NEEDS: Moon in Libra

    You express your emotions with much warmth and sweetness, especially to those people you love. You are
very devoted to your mate, associates or close friends and depend much on their opinions. You make an
effort to adapt yourself and to please others in order to be accepted. One of your problems is your doubt at
times of making important decisions. You tend to hesitate and most of the time need others' opinions before
making your own decision.

    You have a warm way of expressing yourself that allows you to easily relate to others. You are
complacent, amiable and diplomatic and try not to hurt others' feelings. Because of this, you sometimes hold
back your real opinions. A pacifier by nature, you try to avoid direct confrontations. You enjoy quiet, well
decorated and harmonious places and detest improper behavior, rudeness and roughness. You are popular in
your social circle and receive many favors and demonstrations of fondness.

    On the other hand, you have a strong sense of beauty that will allow you to do well in artistic areas. This
astrological influence brings the possibility of gaining prominence and social recognition, especially if your
work brings you in touch with the public.
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    Subconsciously, you have a strong fear of emotional uncontrollability and violence and because of this,
you continually seek balance. In previous lives you may have depended entirely on other people for your
survival or you may have been committed to an association, marriage or some other family link without
being able to develop your personality. Because of this, you now find a sense of life when you are with
others, but have strong doubts at the time of showing your own needs. In this incarnation you have to learn to
express yourself with individuality, without the great fear of losing or complicating your present situation,
and you have to abandon the silence or repression that drives you to bear a grudge toward your superiors or
co-workers.

    The profession you choose will have to satisfy your emotional need to please and to be accepted. You need
to be in touch with people and to find that your presence provides peace, harmony and a solution to conflicts
between two or more parties. You also need to express your creativity and your enjoyment of beauty and art.

YOUR MENTALITY: Mercury in Scorpio

    You have a very intuitive and inquiring mind. You are very fond of everything that is mysterious, hidden
or unresolved. Your inquiring nature will make you investigate and study metaphysics, occultism and
mysteries of life in general. You love knowing everybody's secrets, but will keep yours well hidden. Your
logical reasoning can be affected by your very intense emotional world. Avoid making decisions when you
are angry, because in those moments you lack coherence and logic. Your humor tends to be sharp and
sarcastic. Generally you are likely to express your ideas as they occur, without any previous thought,
refinement or delicacy. Many people may think you are aggressive, as you are frank and will go straight to
the point. Your ideas are fixed and unchangeable, once you have decided to do something. You are not
inhibited by fears and will challenge any authority.

    Because of your distrust, your way of communicating could be somewhat limited. You are likely to have
few close friends to share your life with. You have to learn to be more flexible and adaptable to new
situations, and avoid being so dominant and reckless.

***** Chapter 2 *****
Your abilities and your emotions, inhibitions and strengths.

Hidden talents or challenges, Karma.

    The location of the planets in the houses and the relationship between them can increase or decrease their
power. Aspects of the Sun are related to our strength and those of the Moon affect the emotional world and
are expressed on a subconscious level.

     Aspects that affect your INDIVIDUALITY:

Sun in 1st house:

    You are very proud and have the necessary strength to be successful in your endeavors. You fully express
the characteristics of your Sun sign and are likely to be the center of attraction everywhere you go. You have
a strong will, are extroverted, optimistic and self-confident; an outstanding person. You have the ability to
lead others, although you also could be a bit selfish and have a tendency to exaggerate. You are able to act
like a professional and feel like an accomplished person throughout your life. Your success is related to the
expression of your creativity and your own initiative.

Sun Conjunct Venus:

    You have great ability to work with your hands or to do other artistic endeavors. Your creative and
aesthetic sense needs to find expression and a channeling process; it is necessary for you to use these abilities
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because it could help you to beautify your environment. You appreciate the finer things in life and like
beautiful things and luxury.

Sun Conjunct Mars:

    You are competitive and tend to enjoy challenges and opposition. You are able to compete or fight in
situations that require great physical effort on your part. Your temperament is suitable for occupations such
as sports, military service or anything in which hazard and danger are commonplace.

Sun Conjunct Uranus:

    You are likely to have unconventional ideas and won't adhere to any traditions and formalities. You will
always be different from others, which could bring criticism or gossip about you. Very creative and original,
you could have much success in professions that require these qualities. You also could excel in some
political activity. You are always looking for something new and unusual and can't tolerate any kind of
routine.

Sun Square Saturn:

    You may see life as a challenge and feel that everything you want to obtain implies a sacrifice of some
type. Sometimes your attitude could be overly exaggerated and realistic, leading towards pessimism. You
have to learn to be more positive and to change your mental programming of "everything is too difficult".
Being positive is more effective and allows you to accomplish your goals with greater ease.

    You are likely to have many karmic tests during your life that could bring frustration or delays with your
plans. You will have to keep your mind calm to be able to understand the lesson you have to learn each time.
Basically, you will have to overcome the fear of assuming responsibilities, relying more on yourself and
avoiding being overshadowed by your father or superiors.

     Aspects that affect your EMOTIONS:

Moon in 12th house:

    You like to help everyone and have a protective attitude toward the underprivileged or needy. You could
fulfill an important function as a healer, counselor and companion etc. or by working in some beneficial
institution.

Moon Conjunct Venus:

    Because of your great sense of aesthetics, you could do well with artistic, creative and musical projects or
anything else that allows you to freely apply your good taste. You like to be surrounded by a beautiful and
harmonious environment and are inclined to comfort and luxuries. You will have to fight against the
tendency to laziness, stagnation and self-indulgence.

Moon Conjunct Pluto:

    You have the ability to impose your opinions and to lead others, and have a need to feel that you have
control and power. You could become obsessive with everything you want to do and others will rarely be
able to change your mind.

    Your emotions are very intense and deep and it will be necessary for you to have adequate channels of
expression for them. At times you can go to extremes, be greatly annoyed or act violently. You have to learn
moderation and to accept others as they are. Avoid egotistical, tyrannical or sharp attitudes.

Moon Sextile Neptune:
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    Throughout your life you are likely to have many psychic experiences. You have to learn to rely on your
intuition and to develop your spirituality. You are attracted to the hidden sciences and will have great success
in anything where you could apply your perceptive powers. You also have ability for music, art, the theater
and dance.

HIDDEN TALENTS: Virgo on 12th house cusp

    You have a tendency to neglect your intellectual capacity as well as your personal ability to solve
problems. You are inclined toward comfort and seldom make sacrifices in your life. You will have to take up
some type of gymnastics to maintain a balance between your mind and body. Your mind never stops thinking
and this could lead to constant worries and a possible nerve crisis.

    This influence could indicate some kind of disease kept secret or one that compels you to stay isolated.
You also could have serious problems with personnel or co-workers.

Moon in 12th house:

    Your wasted talent is your great sensibility and understanding of others. You have the ability to help, heal,
advise and understand others' needs, however, you repress your own potential by unresolved emotional
problems and by harboring strong inner insecurities.

Pluto in 12th house:

    Your wasted talent is your capacity to be a leader and to direct others. You have a complex emotional life
with many unexpected and unconscious reactions. You are reluctant to face changes in your life and prefer to
cling to the past. Because of this, you work better behind the scenes in touch with needy people, where you
will be able to show your ability to understand the psychological problems of others. If you don't learn to
alleviate your inner stress, you could suffer some mental or physical ailments that are difficult to diagnose.

***** Chapter 3 *****
Expansion (Jupiter) and retraction (Saturn).

To give and to receive.

EXPANSION: Jupiter in Pisces

    Your sense of expansion manifests through your sensibility and solidarity with others. You are very
obliging and naturally inclined to help others. You are very sensitive to the pain of others and even animals;
your great empathy makes you a good doctor, nurse or veterinarian. Your material growth will depend on
feeling useful to others. You are very amiable, warm and perceptive. In spite of the fact that you could
become very popular, you always look for a withdrawn and calm place away from any noise. You have many
fantasies and could have difficulty facing the world as it is.

Jupiter in 6th house:

    You are lucky to be able to choose your jobs, as work is always available to you and usually pays well.
You have good organizational ability and get along well with your fellow workers. This astrological
configuration favors working in a subordinate position and also the relationship to personnel and co-workers.
Your material expansion is directly related to the development of your sense of service; the more useful you
feel, the more money you earn.

Jupiter Trine Mercury:

    You have the ability to organize and plan enterprises. Travel and any activity that helps to expand your
mind is very rewarding for you. Communicating and learning foreign languages is easy for you.
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Jupiter Square Neptune:

    You are a bit careless and prone to legal or financial problems. You tend to live in a fantasy world where
you evade reality, especially problems. It is important that you learn to eliminate fears and replace the
negative thoughts with additional positive ones, and overcome the inertia that holds back the dynamic energy
you have.

RETRACTION: Saturn in Cancer

    The inhibition principle affects your emotional security. Your early childhood may have lacked tenderness
or your family life may have been troublesome and because of this, you feel certain inhibitions about
showing love and emotions. In spite of this, you feel responsible toward your family throughout your life.
You can become hypersensitive, your feelings are easily hurt and you tend to withdraw to a place where you
feel safe and protected. Basically you need emotional security, otherwise you will be shy, somber and lonely,
and will have great difficulty understanding others.

 Saturn in 10th house:

    Your father's image will be very influential in your life; he may sometimes lend considerable support, and
other times may inhibit and frustrate your initiatives. For that reason, it wouldn't be wise to work with your
father. You accept responsibilities, have many ambitions and excellent business ability. You are organized
and persevering. If the relationship with your father was positive, you will have the authority and ability to
lead others; otherwise, you may undervalue your own efforts, feel insecure with your choices and may not
accomplish your professional goals. Your greatest frustration will be the limitation of your personal freedom
because of the many responsibilities you assume. You may also abandon your goals or feel that it is very
difficult to achieve what you want.

Saturn Square Sun:

    You could experience delays, complications or frustrations with your plans. You will have to increase your
self-esteem and confidence in your own ability. This astrological aspect could bring people into your life
who will inhibit you or discourage you in your objectives; these people may be your boss, a friend, relative
or your own mate. A tendency to frustration may be rooted in your subconscious which allows you to play
the victim (this applies especially to men), and throughout your life you have learned to gain the attention of
others through your problems. You have to abandon this behavior and affirm the thoughts that from now on
you accept all the success you deserve, and that all you need comes easily into your life.

Saturn Square Venus:

    You tend to feel unloved or rejected by or indifference from one of your parents (probably your father).
This makes you shy and unable to demonstrate your emotions freely, and minimizes your ability to progress
in life. Chronically discontented, you often sacrifice happiness for duty. You tend to be on the defensive and
fear rejection and lack of acceptance. If you don't overcome your inner complex, this aspect could bring
sentimental as well as economical failures and loneliness. To solve this problem, you have to evaluate each
one of your talents, increase your ability to love, and rely on each of your goals without waiting for approval
from others.

Saturn Square Mars:

    You alternate between aggression and apathy. You may also be selfish, which could hinder your
relationship with others. You will have to learn to become flexible and to express your desires more
smoothly. In spite of your great energy, you can't seem to direct it in an orderly fashion. You could have inner
inhibitions that don't allow you to express your dissatisfactions and cause you to harbor resentments for a
long time. You are likely to have strong disagreements with your superiors or other persons in authority, and
the relationship between you tends to be very tense.
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    Success in life depends to a great extent on the balance between giving and receiving, expanding and
retracting. Even dwelling on the one and only failure you may have had is like not attempting anything.

***** Chapter 4 *****
Finances, source of income.

Work in relation to your employment.

    Described below are some possible sources of income. They may coincide, or not relate at all to your
professional vocation.

FINANCES: Scorpio on 2nd house cusp

    Throughout your life you are likely to experience extremes in your financial situation. On one hand, you
could have a considerable increase thanks to legacies and inheritances or by marriage to someone rich, but
on the other hand, you may have times of crisis or limitations. In either case, the determining factor tends to
be beyond your control. It would be wise to learn to save and to find a break-even point.

    You could earn money by managing other people's goods or money, by investigations, by occupying
positions of authority or by practicing a profession related to medicine.

Neptune in 2nd house:

    You may have inspirations and good ideas about making money, but if you don't learn to manage it, you
are likely to have fluctuations involving loss and fraud or theft. You could do well in activities that permit
you to channel your imagination and intuition, or those related to any kind of service or investigation,
especially chemicals, gas or water. You should avoid too much credit buying, and shouldn't carry much cash
with you, because cash tends to flow through your fingers. In general, you will have to watch your
associations, as you tend to be an easy prey for money-making schemes. This position generates a danger of
losses or thefts.

Ruler of 2nd house in 12th house:

    Your income is related to some kind of service in connection with healing and welfare, or helping the less
fortunate. You may have difficulties evaluating your self worth, which may impinge your level of income.
Evaluating your natural talents would bring better financial opportunities. This influence could bring
confidential financial support, but also may incline to clandestine or illegal business. Avoid any easy
business that may imply some risk or commitment.

    Earning money is in direct relationship to our self-esteem. If we consider ourselves valuable, money flows
and comes into our lives. Work done with love and pleasure doesn't weigh us down and offers a better profit.

WORK IN RELATION TO YOUR EMPLOYMENT: Pisces on 6th house cusp

    Your work in relationship to your employment will be expressed by your sensibility, amiability and
aesthetic taste. You tend to be very obliging and complacent, which makes you a very good employee. You
could suffer some deceptions with your boss or co-workers by idealizing them or by waiting for something
they cannot give you. This position generates certain intrigues, envy or lies in the occupational environment.
You are more comfortable working in some activity that brings you in contact with living beings (people,
animals or plants) that allow you to develop your therapeutic ability.

Jupiter in 6th house:
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    You are enthusiastic, optimistic and happy in your work place. You need to feel that your work will permit
you to grow and to expand financially as well as intellectually, otherwise you will look for another job.
Because of your positive and happy attitude, you are very popular among your co-workers and bosses. You
have a tendency to bite off more than you can chew, so try to avoid involving yourself with jobs that are
beyond your ability.

***** Chapter 5 *****
Your creativity and recreational activities.

Other skills and hobbies.

    Hobbies are also part of our personality and through them, we express to a great extent our creative ability.
It is important to enjoy our leisure activities and to complement them with our work or profession to reach
greater balance. In our culture, we tend to place importance only on that which brings us money, thereby
neglecting the expression of important parts of our personality.

YOUR CREATIVITY: Aquarius on 5th house cusp

    Your favorite recreational activities will be those that allow you to socialize and to make new friends. You
like to participate in group activities, clubs or organizations that have the same interests you have. You also
enjoy any kind of creative or artistic endeavor where you could develop your imagination. If your Sun sign is
practical and concrete, you could become an inventor. If you are intellectual, you may like to write. You are
likely to enjoy speed and everything related to space trips or science fiction. Your creativity is stimulated by
the exchange of ideas with intelligent people, by discussions and also by traveling, especially to exotic places
and those of different cultures.

***** Chapter 6 *****
Your vocation, profession, probability of success and

social recognition.

Cancer MC

   Your destiny may hold many difficulties and stumbling blocks in the first part of your life; these will be
overcome, and if used as learning experiences, will allow you to achieve professional success. Your great
sensitivity and affection will be shown in everything you do. You will be interested in everything relating to
humanity as well as guiding and teaching others. Your destiny is linked to the public, and you could be well-
known in society. However, nothing will come for free, and you will have to work very hard to reach your
goals. You are interested in the environment, ecology, nutrition and nature in all its expressions. You are very
tolerant, kind and a bit indulgent. You tend to seek approval and support in order to reach your goals, and
often your progress will come to a standstill if you don't receive the help you feel you need to go on. You
have a very significant spiritual and mystical nature.

    Your career choice could be one of the following professions: doctor, pharmacist, chemist, teacher,
pediatrician, psychologist, gynecologist, nurse, Yoga instructor, counselor, nutritionist, farmer, food producer
or animal breeder etc.

Saturn in 10th house:

    Throughout your life you accept countless responsibilities, have many ambitions and excellent business
ability. Also, you are well organized and persist in achieving your goals. If the relationship with your father
was positive, you will have the capacity and authority to handle and lead others, otherwise, you could
undervalue your own efforts, feel insecure with your choices and may not accomplish your professional
goals. You could do well in laborious occupations that require wisdom and evaluation, in administrative
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fields or those related to land. Whatever you choose, you are likely to remain with it for a long time.

Ruler of 10th house in 12th house:

    Your professional success is related to your ability to serve others behind the scenes. Your profession is
likely to be performed behind closed doors or in private. This position favors professions that require power
behind the throne; that is to say that you make suggestions or decisions without conferring with the public.
Activities linked to secret information, medicine or investigations would be very favorable.

***** Chapter 7 *****
Summary. Your unique talents.

    Each of us is born with a unique talent, and our function in life is to express it. Following are descriptions
of the principal astrological influences that form your unique abilities. Although some probable professions
are listed, your true vocation is a combination of all these elements. After reading these paragraphs, reflect
on them and let your intuition help you to find your own synthesis.

YOUR INDIVIDUALITY: Sun in Libra

    You were born to co-operate, to persuade, to mediate, to conciliate and to balance things around you. One
of your missions is to work for peace and harmony in the world, imposing justice and order with your natural
diplomacy. You were born to develop your artistic and aesthetic abilities, to socialize, to teach, advise, guide,
and to harmonize associations.

    Professions ruled by Libra: diplomat, judge, umpire, counselor, psychologist, artist, and all occupations
related to beauty, harmony and justice, intellectual projects, and those related to dealing with the public.

YOUR PERSONALITY: Ascendant Libra

    The profession you choose will have to stimulate your artistic creativity, your sense of justice and order,
and your sociableness; avoid working in distasteful, noisy and solitary environments or where you would
have to act swiftly or aggressively.

YOUR EMOTIONAL NEEDS: Moon in Libra

    Your job will have to satisfy your emotional need to please and to be accepted. You need to be in touch
with people and to find that your presence provides peace, harmony and a solution to conflicts between two
or more parties. You also need to express your creativity and your good taste in beauty and art.

YOUR VOCATION: Cancer MC

    Your career choice could be one of the following professions: doctor, pharmacist, chemist, teacher,
pediatrician, psychologist, gynecologist, nurse, Yoga instructor, counselor, nutritionist, farmer, food
producer, animal breeder, artist, painter, musician etc. You could be successful in any profession which
allows you to channel your great sensitivity.


